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party of the first part is authorized to retain out of the moneys payable, or to become payable, to him. under this agreement, the sum of five per cent, on the amount of the contract, and to expend the same, or so much thereof as may be required, in making the aforesaid repairs to the satisfaction of the engineer, • if within three days after the delivery or mailing of a notice in writing to the contractor, or his agent or attorney, he or they shall neglect to make the aforesaid needed repairs; and lie hereby further agrees to be responsible for any accident that may occur on account of the defective condition of the work.
E. A. F.
84.   Conditions of the  Final Estimate.    If, So
the opinion of the engineer, the contractor has completed his work in all respects in accordance with the terms of the contract, he should proceed with due diligence to make the final estimate of all quantities in the several clauses, and to certify to his principal the amount of money due to the contractor, and also the amounts which should be held in reserve under the various clauses of this character in the specifications. The party of the first part thereupon .should immediately pay to the contractor such moneys as are legally due him, provided this party Is satisfied that the final estimates submitted by Hit* engineer are correct. If this party should have- any duubfs on this point, he should be at liberty, under the .specifications, to inquire further into the correctness of such estimates. This portion of the contract may be stated as follows,
It is further mutually agreed, that whenever this contract, in the opinion of the engineer, shall be completely performed on the part of the contractor, the engineer shall proceed with all reasonable diligence to measure up the work, ami shall make out the final estimates for the same and .shall certify the same. The party of the second part will then, excepting for the cause herein specified, pay to the contractor, within - days after the execution of said certificate the remainder which .shall be found to be due, excepting therefrom such sum or sums as maybe lawfully retained under any of the provisions of this contract: Provided that nothing herein contained shall he construed to affect the right hereby reserved, to reject the- whole or any portion of the aforesaid work, should the said certificate be found to be inconsistent with the terms o! this agreement, or ^otherwise improperly given.                                      E. A. F.

